Supplemental figure: Study flow chart

14,218 subjects

- 737 women

13,481 men

- 728 subjects not found in the French National Health Insurance databases

12,753 men with known vital status and known cancer status

- 15 subjects with head and neck cancer before inclusion date
- 9 subjects with missing data

12,729 men included for incidence analysis

- 7,365 subjects without chest CT-scans
- 61 subjects with no readable CT-scan
- 498 subjects with film CT-scan
- 1 subject with head and neck incident cancer before the diagnosis of pleural plaques

4,804 men
‘CT-scan sample’

12,528 men with known vital status and known cancer status

- 953 subjects not found in Insee databases

12,519 men included for mortality analysis

- 9 subjects with missing data